Introduction
Let G denote a commutative semigroup with identity element 1, relative to multiplication operation* Suppose that G has a finite or countably infinite subset P such that every element a 4 1 in G has a unique factorisation of the form a 1 a 2 a a = p 1 ,p 2 P r t where p^ are distinct elements of P, the o^ are plsitive integers and uniqueness is understood to be only up to order of the factor indicated. Such a semigroup G will be called an arithmetical semigroup if in addition there exists a real-valued norm mapping M on G auoh that ll| =1, |p|> 1 for pep and |ab| • |a| |b| for all a,b e G and NQ{x) • card{a e G, |a| $ x} < oo for eaoh x> 0.
By an arithmetical function on G ne understand any complax-valued or real-valued function defined over G.
The set of all arithmetical functions on G will be denoted by Dir G. Some types of arithmetical functions over G were examined by J.Knopfmaoher in his monograph [3] .
Let fe Dir G. The non-negative real-valued function f will be called sub-multiplicative if f(ab) sf(a)f(b) whenever a,beGhave (a,b) = 1 and f(1) = 1.
In the case G = G z , where G z denotes the semigroup of all positive integers, an important result was obtained by R.R. 
for some constant k>0 and for X > XQ.
Proof of Theorem 1
We put
Pirat we remark that we use log = 1*A, where A denote the Mangoldt function defined over G (see [3] , p.40). We have
By (2.6) and properties of the function A on G it follows that
Prom (2.7) since the number pairs (r,s) with r+s=k equals k-1 it follows that Sin«« U(x)log x * S(x) + T(x) thus by (2.14) and (2.16) we obtain -634 -
